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By combining data from the kApA tideJfield fnfrared purvey bxplorer EtfpbF mission with optical spectroscopy
from the t. M. heck telescopeI we discover a midJfo color criterion that yields a T8% success rate in identifying
rareI typically radioJquietI N.S < z < 4.S dusty iya emitters EiAbsF. lf theseI at least PT% have emission
extended on scales of PMJNMM kpc and are considered iya "blobs" EiABsF. The objects have a surface density of
only ~M.N deg"2I making them rare enough that they have been largely missed in deepI small area surveys. te
measured spectroscopic redshifts for 92 of these galaxiesI and find that the iAbs EiABsF have a median redshift
of 2.P E2.RF. The tfpb photometry coupled with data from eerschel Eeerschel is an bpA space observatory with
science instruments provided by buropeanJled mrincipal fnvestigator consortia and with important participation
from kApAF reveals that these galaxies are in the eyper iuminous fo galaxy regime Eim > NMNPJNMN4 f©F and
have warm colors. They are typically more luminous and warmer than other dustyI z ~ 2 populations such as
submillimeterJselected galaxies and dustJobscured galaxies. These traits are commonly associated with the dust
being illuminated by intense active galactic nucleus activity. te hypothesize that the combination of spatially
extended iyaI large amounts ofwarm foJluminous dustI and rarity Eimplying a shortJlived phaseF can be explained
if the galaxies are undergoing briefI intense "feedback" transforming them from an extreme dusty starburstLnpl
into a mature galaxy.
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N. fkTolarCTflk
eighJredshift iya emission is widely used to study star
formation in galaxies Ee.g.I Cowie C eu N998; pteidel et al.
2MMM; dawiser et al. 2MMT; dronwall et al. 2MMT; kilsson et al.
2MMT; cinkelstein et al. 2MM9; lno et al. 2MNMF. pystems that
exhibit this line are typically referred to as iya emitters EiAbsF;
a small subset show extended emission on scales >PM kpc
Eoccasionally upward of NMM kpcF and are considered iya
"blobs" EiABsF. Among the largest coherent galactic structures
known in the universeI iABs are extremely energeticI with
iya luminosities of ~NM42JNM44 erg s"NI and have been shown
to trace overJdensities of galaxies at highJredshift Ee.g.I heel
et al. N999; crancis et al. 2MMN; pteidel et al. 2MMM; Matsuda
et al. 2MM4; mrescott et al. 2MM8I2MN2a; vang et al. 2MM9; brb et al.
2MNNF. BrightI optically selected iABs are NMMJNMMM times less
abundant than iAbs Ee.g.I pteidel et al. 2MMM; Matsuda et al.
2MM4; paito et al. 2MMSF with only a few dozen known Epteidel
et al. 2MMM; Matsuda et al. 2MM4I 2MNN; aey et al. 2MMR; deach
et al. 2MMR; kilsson et al. 2MMS; iai et al. 2MMT; pmith C garvis
2MMT; mrescott et al. 2MM9I2MN2b; vang et al. 2MM9I2MNM; luchi
et al. 2MM9; tebb et al. 2MM9F.
oesonant scattering by atomic hydrogen means iya photons
are easily extinguished by dust. This suggests that dusty infrared
galaxies and iAbLiAB populationsI despite both peaking in
activity around z ~ 2I should largely not overlap. fndeed ppitzer
observations of ~4M optically selected z = 2JP.R iABs found
that only <NR% are also luminous in the infrared Etebb et al.
2MM9F. curthermoreI no known optically discovered iAB is
tfpb detected at N2 or 22 Lzm Esee pection P.N of this workF
including the first iAB found through its dust emission at 24 nm
Eaey et al. 2MMRF. AlthoughI 4M%JRM% of the infrared luminous
submillimeter galaxies EpMdsF show iya emissionI they rarely
exhibit spatially extended iya emission EChapman et al. 2MMRF.
This suggests howeverI that dust and iya emission are not in
fact mutually exclusiveI and points to a clumpy dust distribution
that allows sight lines for iya photons to escape Ekeufeld N99NF.
pince pMds and related highJredshift galaxies are thought to
be just one stage in the evolution of massive elliptical galaxiesI
the study of spatially extended iya in dusty galaxies can thus
provide a unique insight into this process.
This discovery paper is the first in a seriesI and presents a new
and efficient midJfo color technique to select a never before seen
population of z ~ 2J4 dusty iAbsI of which at least oneJthird
are also found to be iABs. te use the redshift distributionI
general spectroscopic propertiesI and preliminary eerschel
observations to determine how these objects relate to other dusty
galaxies at these redshifts and speculate how these enormous
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cigure f. TwoJdimensional iofp ppectra for four of xhe tiABs. The spatial extent Eif ihe l.ya emission is nuiod in the corner of each image. These examples are
representative of the asymmetricI spatially extended line profileI and clumpy nature of fhn iyo emission round in these galaxies. Tim arrows are meant NM ^uidc the
eye and highlight the variation in velocity profilesI
EA color version of this figure is available in ilie onlinejournal.F
iABs are being powered. te assume a ACaM cosmology wilh
fiM = M.2TI nA = M.TPI and eo = NN km s"D Mpc"D and use
seaa magnitudes.
2. pAMmib abcfkfTflk Aka lBpbosATflkp
lne of the primary science goals of the kApA tideJfield
infrared purvey bxplorer EtfpbF mission Etright el al. 2MNMF.
which covers the whole sky at wavelengths of P.4.4.SI N2I and
22 LEin EtNJt4F. is to find the most luminous galaxies in the
universe. te performed initial searches in tfpb color ppace
which revealed a diversity of galaxy types over a wide range
of redshifts Edriffith et a!. 2MNNW bisenhardt ei al. 2l!2W tu
et al. 2MN2W ionsdale ei al. 2MNPW C. o. Bridge et al. 2MNP.
in preparationF. fn this discovery paper we report xbe results
of a deep spectroscopic followJup campaign to target lptically
faint galaxies with the reddest tfpb EmidJfoF colors. A ptriking
finding of this work is that noi only did the majority of these
highJredshift sources have intense iya emission at least oneJ
ihird of these tsvpbJselected iAbs are iABs. having spatially
extended iye reaching PMJNMM kpc Esee cigure NF.
te refer to this new population of hot. dustyI tfpbJdelected
iAbsLiABs as—tiAbs and tiABs because they are se
lected by tfpb colorsI and cover a previously unexplored wave
length and flux density parameter space over the whole sky.
2.N. pelection Method
oealizing that tiAbs and tiABs lie in a very specific
region of a tfpb colorJmagnitude diagramI we refined the
selection criteria used in the initial spectroscopic followJup to
focus on highJredshift iAbsLiABs.
The resulting "tiAB" selection criteriaI shown in cigure 2I
requires t2JtP E4.RJN2 L*mF ^ 4.8 and pLk ^ R in tP and
t4. te also excluded sources within PM" of the dalactic center
and NM of the dalactic plane to avoid asymptotic giant branch
stars and saturation artifacts. fn order to remove lowJredshift
; M.RF starJforming galaxies with similar tfpb colorsI
we required nonJdetections in ploan aigital pky purvey and
aigitized pky purvey imaging ErD > 22F. cinallyI each objects
coJadded tP and t4 images were visually inspected to ensure
the source is not spurious. These criteria result in an average
source density of —M.N deg~W.
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fiuure 2. BT8p tPEN2 LimF vs. ftpgT t2JtP opJN2 ;imF color for all
sources in the sample wiih spec tro sen pie tedshifls between NIS ^ t pJ 4.S.
tiAbs xblack circlesFI PMJ4M kpc tiABs Egreen squaresFI and 4MJNMM kpc
wi.AeN. Eorange squaresF arc plotted. mor comparisonI; = 2JP wise detected
pMdsLalds aic highlightedW Magnelli el al. E2MN2. open squaresFI eussmjim
a al. E2MN2. cyan downward triangleF. Chapman el al E2MNM. black asterisksFI
pmith ct al. E2MM9. gray triangleF. Chapman ct al. x2MMPI reg circleFI and
Chapman ct al. E2NuNR. blue sun. iABdMR is not dctctlcd by tfpbI beoce
xbe data shown ii frompLgflwrfaey cl al. 2MMRF. The tiAbs ftiABsF ethibil
uniqueI rudder midJlo colors Eimplying bortt dust lempcrWilurcsF than olher
dusty ; — 2 populations. The tiAbLtiAB selection technique has a Tp^
E>2<tF success nie in identifying ; > N.S dusty iAbs El.ABsF.
EA color version of this fiyure is available in ifil" online journal.f
2.2. lptical ppectroscopy
To determine redshifts and discern xhe nature of the galaxiesI
we used heck f iofp Elke et al. N99RF over the course of six
runs between 2MNM guly and 2MN2 ganuary. The sample contains
NMN objects thai fulfill the tiAbLtiAB selectionI of which
close to half had previously been followedJup using olher red
selections Ei.e.. ys]t2Jdrop criteria; bisenhanlt el al. 2MN2F and
therefore did not need to be reJobserved. The full speciroscopic
campaign will be presented in an upcoming paper. The majority
of dala were taken using ihe SMM f mm"! grism in the blue arm
EAtika = 4MMM A; spectral resolving power o = aLAa — TRMFI
fhe 4MM f mm"N grating on the red arm EkbsA^ = T8MM A;
o J TMMFI the RSMM A dichroic and a l"R wide long slit. The
xargots were observed with a median seeing of ffDIN with total
integration limes between 2MJ4M minutes. The iofp data were
reduced and flux calibrated using standard procedures.
The optical speciroscopy reveals a wide range of characlerJ
istics. from pure starburst galaxies with narrow emission lines
and several ultraviolet interstellar absorption lines comparable
io iyman break galaxies Epieidel el al. 2MMMF lo those with strong
active galactic nucleus EAdkF componentsI inferred from the
presence of high ionization lines such as k v. piivLliv. Civ
and broad emission line profiles of several thousand km p~ .
oobust redshifls based on two or more spectral features
Eprimarily k vI pi ivLl iv. C tv. Mg ti. Me ttF were determined
for 92 out of the NMN sources we targeted {9N% success rateFI
while the remaining 9 showed no continuum or spectral lines. te
believe these nine sources are most likely highly dustJobscured
and hence below our detection threshold. The sample has a
redshifl range of W = N.NPJ4.R9 Esee cigure PF. The tfpb
iAbs EiABsF have a roughly daussian redshifl distribution
centered around z = 2.R E2.PF. The excellent blue sensitivity
of iofp allows iya emission to be detected down to PNSM A.
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son we pirn the redshift distribution of afhai weiJstndled dusty populaiionsWpMds lglackdashed; Chapmanot al. 2NuNpF. eerschrfpMds Ehluc long tlashcgW
Magnelli ct al. 2MN2FI and alds Ered doited; Bussmaon ci ill. 2MN2F. Thu tfpb
iABs EiABsF have a roughly daussian rcdshifi di^uihutiun centered around
z — 2.R E2. ?FI v«y similarto Ehat of pMds and alds.
fA color version of ihis figure is available in ihe online journal.F
corresponding to a redshift of ; — N.S. lf the 92 lsLR£Jselected
galaxies with a robust redshift. P were z < N.S starJforming
galaxiesI while 89 were al a ; ^ N.SI and of those T9 E89%F
showed iye* in emission. diven all of the spectra exhibited
multiple emission lines Etypically iyaI k vI CtvF. a secure
identification of iy<* was possible. An additionally striking
finding was thai PT% E29LT9F of ihe tiAbs showed iya
emission in the twoJdimensional spectra extended on spatial
scales of ^PM kpcI with N8% EN4F having emission 4MJNMM kpc
in extent Ei.e.. iABsF.
diven we used random slit orientations the detection rate is
consistent with all the iAbs in our sample being are iABs. te
also note that an additional N4 Eof the T9 tiAbsF have extended
emission of 2RJPM kpcI which is more than twice the seeing and
4JR times ihe typical sizes of dusty ~ — 2 galaxies Ei.e.. pMds
and dustJobscured galaxies EaldsF; Chapman el al. 2MMR; Biggs
C fvison 2MMp; Bussmann et al. 2MM9; Casey et al. 2MM9;
lono et al. 2MM9W Bothwell et al. 2MNM; vounger et al. 2MNMF.
These therefore constitute smaller iABs or iya clouds.
The definition of a iAB does vary between studies.
Matsuda et al. E2MM4F required an isophotal area of ai
least NS arcsec2 Eor JJPM kpc in length at z = P.NF
and a surface brightness of J~2T.S mag arcsec"2 E~2 x
NM~ls erg s"N cm"2 arcsec"JNFI while Matsuda et al. E2MNNF
probed down to N.4x ll~Dsergs~D cm"J arcsec"J. fn contrast to
these narrowJband imaging studies we used the oneJdimensional
spectra to measure the spatial extent of the iya emission in one
direction. Multiple slit orientations were used io probe ihe ppa
tial line morphology for four of the iABs. A slii position angle
rotaled by 4R and 9M" of the original angle often showed little or
no extended emissionI implying an asymmetric and filamentary
line morphology.
The depth of the spectroscopy reached iya surface bright
nesses of NJNMM x NM~N8 erg s~D cm~2 arcsec"2. This is well
within the range used in optical narrowJband surveys to iden
tify iABs Ee.g.. pteidel et al. 2MMM; Matsuda et al. 2MM4. 2MNN;
kilsson et al. 2MMS; pmith C gams 2MMT; luchi et aF. 2MM9;
vang eta!. 2MM9I 2MNMF. bach tiAb spectra was inspected and
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carJ]o miopcnies ofthe bjgbt lbjects uiih ffeLjcLwLlbservations
.J
2.NF22
2.N4M
2.298
2.4RM
2.4R2
2.R42
P.M48
P.228
pulF
2T
84
4M
N8
29
24
P
NS
RENSMF
Bl
2NT
TR
SM
RP
4M
PT
Rh
RE2RMF
SP
NT2
NM9
S2
4T
P9
R9
RP
RiPRM>
R2
NNM
82
4N
PP
P4
RS
4R
pERMMF
4?
RP
44
<PM
<PM
<PM
4P
<PM
T
EhF
R2 . h
TM ± fi
4fi±S
SM ±T
84 ±8
84 ± N2
4p±P
TN ± NM
NP.N ±M.N
NPI8 ±MIN
NP.P ±M.N
NP.2 ±M.N
NP.4 ±M.N
NP.P ±M.N
NP.P ±M.N
!P.R±M.N
kotesI llux errors EinF for ihc eersciiel bands art 4. NEN. SI S. k mlF
corresponding in TM. NSM. 2_iM. PRM. and RMM Eim. aust temperature and
luminosity wck NNN using Wi gray bixly with p{y>F a BtiDlvD I whew BxvF is
the mlanck function and tinW statistical in errors
ihose with ppatially extended iya emission >PM kpe were clas
sified as tfpb iABs or tiABs. diven that the iycr purface
brightness reached by the spectra conservatively satisfyI and in
many cases are brighter than file definitions oftraditional iABsI
it is highly plausible ihat the true sizes of the tiABs are in fact
larger under these standard definitions. The sizes of the individ
ual tiABs and xheir line fluxes will be presented in depth in
the catalog paper EC. o. Bridge et al. 2MNP. in preparationF. Ap
plying xhe iAb EiABsF fractions found by our spectroscopic
purvey Eo the total number of sources that satisfy the color
criteria we estimated a source density for tiAbs EtiABsF
ofJM.N EM.MPF deg~W. or approximately 4RMM ENSMMF over the
full sky.
2.R. carJinfrared mhotometry
The red tfpb colors strongly argue that significant amounts
of warm dust are present in these galaxies. pince the spectral
energy distributions EpbasF of dusty galaxies typically peak in
the farJinfraredI observations between M.NJN mm are required in
order to accurately determine the total fo luminosity and dust
temperature of the sources. To that end. we have undertaken
a campaign with eersche! to study the tiABs in five bands
covering TMJRMM;nn using the mACp Emoglitsch et al. 2MNMF and
pmfob Edriffin et al. 2MNMF imagers.
bight objects with tfpb colors drawn randomly from our
selection have been observed with eerschel to dateI and all
were delected in at least four bands Esee Table fF. To estimate
ihe dus! luminosity and temperatureI these data were fit using a
modified blackbody with pEvF <x BEvI TFvls. eereI BEv. TF is
the mlanck function.
thile more complex models can be usedI this parameteriza
tion has been adopted by many other studiesI enabling a straight
forward comparison withI for exampleI samples of pMds and
alds presented in Magnelli et al. E2MN2F and Melbourne et al.
E2MN2F. respectively. cigure Jf presents the results of these fits
and indicates lhai tiABs typically contain wanner dusi than
these other samples. This suggests that they are being heatedI at
least in partI by an Adk. since starburst galaxies such as pMds
are typically colder Ealso see tu et al. 2MN2F. The tiABs
are systematically more luminous than pMds. with bolometJ
ric luminosities in excess of ihr > NMNj iqI making them
eyperJiuminous fnfrared dalaxies EeyifodsF.
li is tempting to associate these high luminosities with
gravitational lensing; howeverI none of the optical spectra
demonstrate contamination from a foreground sourceI and the
b
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cigure Jt. bstimated dust properties fused on eerschel observations. lbjects
between 2.M ^ ; pi P.R esuCeied from Cfllallgp of alds and unlenscd pMds
an; plollcd against tliu cijflu observed tiABs which cover ;i similar icdshlfl
rangeI in all cosesI liisJ arc io a single icmpcruiure modilicd bkcfcbodyI with a
fixed emissivily of fl — N.RI brror hiirs in all cases are based on Bl resolls only
and do miW recount for other systematic effects.
EA color version ofthis figure is available in ihc onlinejournal.F
spatially extended iye emission for all the sources is at the
same redshift as the other spectral features. curthermoreI visual
inspection of nearJlo. adaptive optic EAlF imaging with heekDs
kfoC2 camera Ebisenhardt el al. 2MN2; C. o. "Bridge et al.
2MNP. in preparationFI and eubble ppace Telescope tcCPLfo
imaging of over a dozen tiABs EC. o. Bridge et al. 2MNP. in
preparationF reveal no evidence of either a potential lens Enearby
galaxies or clustersF or any morphological signaturesI such as
arcs or multiple components that the tfpb object itself is lensed.
eowever a full lensing analysis is required to rale out any small
amplifications.
P. afpCrppflk
u f. tfpb iABs and mreviously hnown iABs
lne of the main features that sets this new population of
tiAbs apart from other highJredshift galaxiesI aside from
their extremely red midJfo colorI is the unprecedented fraction
that exhibit spatially extended iya emissionI despite having
large amounts of dust. Traditionally. iABs have been discov
ered serendipitous!;D ihrough narrowJband optical purveys that
concentrate on a particular redshift Ee.g.. pteidel et al. 2MMMW
Matsuda et al. 2MM4I 2MNN; kilsson et al. 2MMS; pmith C garvis
2MMT; vang et al. 2MM9I 2MNM; luchi et al. 2MM9F. and more re
cently using optical broadJband surveys Emrescotl et al. 2MN2bI
2MNPF. These types of surveys more closely resemble "blind"
searchesI in that there is no a priori knowledge of where or how
many iABs reside in the field. fn contrastI the technique pre
sented here Ecigure 2F uses broadJband photometric data alone
to preselect with high efficiency a population of iABs over a
wider range of redshifts. with the caveat that they are seemingly
much dustier than the ones found in optical surveys.
Although tiABs. at the correct redshift. would be de
tected in most optical narrowJband iAB searchesI this type
of serendipitous methodology can only efficiently patrol a small
areaI from a few square arcmins up to a couple of square de
grees of the sky Epteidel et al. 2MMM; Matsuda eta!. 2MMJN.2MNNF.
diven a tiAB surface density of M.MP deg"!. the tiABs
are thousands of times rarer than their optical iAB cousins.
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meaning that we should not have expected to discover any
tiABs in existing optical iABs surveys. AgainI this is con
sistent with our findingI that no optical iAB has the extreme
midJlo colors exhibited by the tiABs. te proceed now with
the details of that investigation.
te cross matched the tfpb catalog with all previously
known iABs in the literature Epteidel et al. 2MMM; Matsuda et al.
2MM4I 2MNN; aey et al. 2MMR; deach et al. 2MMR; kilsson et al.
2MMS; iai et al. 2MMT; pmith C garvis 2MMT; mrescott et al. 2MM9I
2MN2b; vang et al. 2MM9I 2MNM; luchi et al. 2MM9; pmith et al.
2MM9; tebb et al. 2MM9F and found that none are detected at
N2 or 22 nm above a pLk of R. ft is important to note that
this includes all published iABs known to have midJ or farJ
fo detections from followJup observations with ppiizer and
eerschel Edeach et al. 2MMR; aey et al. 2MMR; tebb et al. 2MM9F.
ko previously known iABsI including those which exhibit fo
missionI are tfpb sourcesI and would not be selected by the
tiAB color technique. ft is clear that tiABs occupy a distinct
region of midJfo color spaceI and are likely in a different stage
of evolutionI environmentI or energy generation process Ei.e.I
AdkI extreme starburstF then previously discovered iABs.
aespite the tiABs being a factor of NMJNMMM times more
luminous in the midJfarJfo then any previously discovered
iABI they have iya luminosities ENM4JNM44 erg s"NFI restJ
frame equivalent widths Ea few tens to PMM AFI and iABs sizes
similar to those discovered optically. fn other wordsI in the
optical tiABs are similar to iABs but they have a larger
fraction of midJfo power to iya emission. te hypothesize that
the success of the tiAB technique is due to it being able to
select Adk at or near its peak of energy output. puch an object
could produce strong outflows clearing paths through the dust
for the iya photons to escape. fndeed our optical spectra do
exhibit lines consistent with a strong outflow Esee pection P.P
for a discussionF. thile supernovae EpkeF are also thought to
provide a mechanism for clearing out dustI a powerful starburst
alone cannot account for the strong midJfo luminositiesI red
colors or hot ERMJ8R hF dust temperatures Epection 2.P and
Table NF displayed by these systems. AdditionallyI pMdsI which
demonstrate similar levels of star formation do not exhibit
extended iya emission. ThereforeI intense star formation is
likely not the primary process responsible for the tiABs.
ft is worth reiterating that the phenomena of large iya halos
has also been found around some highJredshift radio galaxies
EezodsF and npls Ee.g.I McCarthy et al. N98T; eeckman
et al. N99N; oeuland et al. 2MMP; pmith et al. 2MM9F. fn these
systems the extended iya emission is thought to be powered by
interactions between the radio jets and the ambient imergalactic
medium EfdMF. The majority EtwoJthirdsF of our sources are
undetected in the cfopT E< N mgyF or kspp radio surveysI and
while oneJthird do show faint radio fluxes they are well off the
iyaJradio correlation Ein both iya and radio fluxF found for
ezods Epmith et al. 2MM9FI differentiating them from this wellJ
studied population. eowever it may be the case that the tiABs
are in a radio quiet stage and may evolve into similar systems.
P.2. tiABs and lther austy eighJredshift mopulations
Though the fo luminosity and redshift distribution of
the tiAbsLtiABs are similar to other populations of
foJluminous galaxies Ecigure PFI they must differ in some way
given the large fraction with extended iya emission.
Blind submillimeter surveys have been very successful
at finding highJredshiftI dustJobscured galaxies with farJfo
Bridge et ai..
luminosities in excess of NMN2 f© Ei.e.I pMds; e.g.I pmail
et al. N99T; Barger et al. N999; Blain et al. N999; Borys et al.
2MMR; eainline et al. 2MM9F. eoweverI these long wavelength
observations E>RMMLzmF select systems with cooler dust and
less extreme midJfo colors than seen in our tfpb sample
Ecigures 2 and 4F. denerallyI pMds are powered by star for
mation rather than ComptonJthin Adk EAlexander et al. 2MMRF.
Based on the limited eerschel observations conducted so farI
most of the tiABs would also be classified as pMds. eowever
only l%J2% of known pMds fulfill the tiAbLtiAB color
criteria Ethis work; cigure 2FI and there are only a couple of rare
pMds with extended iya emission EChapman et al. 2MMRF.
aey et al. E2MM8F have successfully used a midJfo to optical
flux ratio Ec24fjImLco >NMMM and c24^m > M.P mgyF to
select a population of z ~ 2 dustJobscured galaxiesI which
they refer to as alds Eeouck et al. 2MMR; aesai et al. 2MM9;
Bussmann et al. 2MN2F. By probing blueward of the pba peakI
this technique recovers a mix of Adk and starburst dominated
galaxies the majority of which reside at z ~ 2. diven that
alds share a common epochI dusty composite nature and midJ
fo selection it makes sense to briefly compare them to the
tiAbsLtiABs. The ald sample from Bussmann et al.
E2MN2F was crossed checked with the tfpb catalog and revealed
that only ~8% of the alds Ek = 8F fulfill the tiAbLtiAB
selection presented here. Although there is some overlap in the
t2JtP color space. cigure 2 highlights that ppitzer alds are
typically N.RJ2 mag fainter at N2 fim EtPF than the tiAbsL
tiABs. aeep optical spectroscopy of ~SM% of these ppitzer
alds has been conducted by Bussmann et al. E2MN2F and one
source has been reported to exhibited extended iya Eaey et al.
2MMRFI however it is not detected by tfpb and is more akin
in midJfo flux to a traditional pMd. The fainter tP flux of
ppitzer alds could reflect a lower intrinsic luminosity Ealso
see cigure 4F or a different nature. rsing the observed rD—t4
color of the tiAbsLtiABsI we also consider the fraction
that would satisfy the ald criterion. All our tiAbsLtiABs
would be classed as aldsI although they are too rare to have
been discovered in ppitzer Mfmp 24 surveys. cinallyI it is
important to note that the ald criterion focuses purely on
the opticalJtoJmidJfo flux ratioI and does not specifically select
sources with a steeply rising midJfo pba Ecigure 2FI which
is what we have shown are generally the objects that exhibit
extreme iya properties.
ft is also important to discuss the similarities and differences
between the tiAbLtiAB selection and other tLpbJbased
color selections that have been undertaken. lne such example
is the "tlt2JdropoutsI" outlined in bisenhardt et al. E2MN2FI
which has been successful in identifying rifods over a wider
redshift range Ez ~ M.MRJ4.SF. There is a substantial overlap
in the z > 2 samples; howeverI overall we find that the
refined tiAbLtiAB criterion is twice as effective at selecting
tiAbLtiABs at highJz. The primary differences between
these two selections are that the tiAbLtiAB criteria impose
an optical magnitude limit to remove contamination from low
redshift galaxiesI places no flux cut on tl Emany tiABs are
detected in tl andLor t2FI probe a factor of N.2 E2F deeper
in tP Et4F flux and are M.R mag bluer in t2JtP than the
tl t2Jdropout selection.
Another tfpb extragalactic color selection presented in
ionsdale et al. E2MNPFI combines specific tfpb colorsI with
the requirement of an intermediate or loud radio detection in
the regions of sky covered by the kspp 2M cm radio survey
ECondon et al. N998F. Although these sources share similarly
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red midJfo colors to that of the tiAbLtiAB population the
redshift range of these red radio sources is systematically lower
Ez ~ M.4J2.R; ionsdale et al. 2MNPF and they show no evidence
of extended iya. As suggested in ionsdale et al. E2MNPFI
these redJradio loud objects are good candidates for being in a
nplJdominated phase. ft is possible that some of the powerful
Adk thought to reside in both the tiABs and these redJ
radio loud sources are merely at different stages of their
evolution. te will discuss the potential connection between
these and the other populations mentioned above in more detail
in the tiAB catalog paper EC. o. Bridge et al. 2MNPI in
preparationF.
P.P. ppectral mroperties oftfpb iABs
The cause of the iAB phenomena in optically selected
samples is still an outstanding question Ee.g.I kilsson et al.
2MMS; mrescott et al. 2MM9I 2MN2a; vang et al. 2MM9I 2MNM;
Colbert et al. 2MNNF. A logical explanation is photoJionization
by an embedded sourceI however Matsuda et al. E2MM4F showed
that many iABs do not house a sufficiently rsJbright galaxy.
lptically discovered iABsI like the tfpb iABs are radioJ
quiet and hence are not powered by interactions between radioJ
jets and the ambient fdM as in the case of the iya halos
surrounding ezods Ee.g.I McCarthy et al. N98T; eeckman
et al. N99N; oeuland et al. 2MMP; pmith et al. 2MM9F. Alternative
mechanisms are ENF cold accretionI where the iABs are powered
by gravitational heating during the collapse ofa large primordial
cloud Eeaiman et al. 2MMM; herep et al. 2MMR; aijkstra et al.
2MMS; aekel C Bimboim 2MMS; kilsson et al. 2MMS; pmith
C garvis 2MMT; pmith et al. 2MM8FI E2F intense starbursts or
and embedded Adk Ee.g.. heel et al. N999FI EPF shocks from
pk winds or Adk outflows Ee.g.I deach et al. 2MMR; Colbert
et al. 2MNNFI and E4F resonant scattering of iya photons Ee.g.I
pteidel et al. 2MNN; paito et al. 2MMSF. diven that all the
tiABs are associated with a luminous fo galaxy and less
than NR% of optical iABs are Etebb et al. 2MM9FI suggests that
the dominant powering mechanisms behind these two species
of iABs are likely different. cor clues we investigate the
optical spectra.
The highJionization and broad emission lines seen in >TM%
of optical spectra suggest that the majorityI if not allI of the
tiAbsLtiABs host a dustJobscured AdkI which is also
consistent with the eerschel and tfpbcolors. The iya emission
is spatially asymmetric and clumpyI and is often offset from
the systemic redshift of the galaxy by NMMJNMMMDs of km s"NI
implying largeJscale outflows. curthermoreI many galaxies in
the sample demonstrate velocity structure in the iya lineI
redshifted up to several thousand km s~D as a function ofdistance
from the central component Ecigure N EdFF. The line profiles are
diverseI ranging from traditional mJCygni profiles characteristic
of tolfJoayet and lJstar winds to iya emission peaking on
the blue side of the iya profileI suggesting possible inflows
Eaijkstra C ioeb 2MM9; Barnes et al. 2MNNF.
The filamentary morphology of the extended iya seen when
multiple slit orientations were used suggests that the quoted
efficiency of the color selection in identifying iABs is a
lower limit. fndeedI using a simple model of the extended
emission sizeI geometryI and random slit orientation the PT%
detection rate is consistent with all the iAbs in our sample
being iABs.
The diversity of spectral properties can be explained by either
varying levels of dust extinction or perhaps the systems are at
slightly different stages of evolution.
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P.4. tfpb iABsW Adk ceedback Caught in the Act?
The correlation between the masses of supermassive black
holes EpMBeF at the center of nearby ellipticals and their
bulge stellar velocity dispersion remains striking in the study of
galaxy evolution Ee.g.I cerrarese C Merritt 2MMMF. The general
paradigm that ties these passive galaxies with their highJredshift
progenitors is a process of mergerJinduced star formation which
also fuels the pMBe Ee.g.I panders C Mirabel N99S; eopkins
et al. 2MMSF. The system appears at one point as a heavily
obscured starJforming galaxyI and laterI as the pMBe accretes
at a higher rateI a galaxy with an active nucleus. AdkJ and
starburstJinduced winds eventually become strong enough to
expel the obscuring gas and dustI briefly revealing an optical
quasar. This shortJlived "feedback" process is thought to quench
both star formation and Adk activityI leading ultimately to a
passiveI red galaxy spheroid Ee.g.I eopkins et al. 2MMS; carrah
et al. 2MN2F. lbservational evidence for this process has been
challenging to obtainI but models provide a general picture of
the properties of these systems.
ft is well established that the peak of this feedback activity
occurs near z ~ 2 Ee.g.I ai Matteo et al. 2MMRFI and that a
multitude ofgalaxy types are associated with the process. pMds
are thought to be the foJluminous starbursting precursors to
systems that will evolve into a massive ellipticalI and have been
well characterized in a number of studies Ee.g.I Blain et al. N999;
Chapman et al. 2MMR; Magnelli et al. 2MN2F.
rsing a threeJdimensional radiative equilibrium codeI
Chakrabarti et al. E2MMTF predict eerschel colors for systems
undergoing feedback from pk and Adk feedback separately
and showed that Adk feedback alone is particularly effective
at dispersing gas and dust. They predict that for a brief time
E<4M MyrF while the Adk injects energy into the galaxy and
surrounding fdM at its maximal rateI the dust is hotter than
during the pMd starburst phase. pMds Eincluding the "warm"
pMds discovered by eerschelF typically have farJfo colors con
sistent with only pk feedbackI while all the tiABs have eer
schel colors EcuonmLciioftmF at least twice as red E~M.SFI
in line with the model predictions for when Adk feedback is
at or near its peak. thile Chakrabarti et al. E2MMTF does not
make predictions regarding the iya morphologyI other models
do predict that given a clumpy gas and dust distributionI the iya
would also likely not be symmetrical which is consistent with
the filamentary iya we have observed ECen C Zheng 2MN2F.
eoweverI more detailed modeling is required.
cinallyI the surface density of tiABs is generally consis
tent with predicted numbers of eyifods from models Ee.g.I
BSthermin et al. 2MNNF coupled with timescale arguments for
the feedback process and length of the pMd phase. eowever
we caution that this is not a particularly strong argument given
the uncertainty in these models as well. keverthelessI the accu
mulated evidence suggesting that the tiABs are undergoing
extremely powerful feedback is intriguingI and we will expand
on it in future papers.
4. ClkCirpflkp Aka crTrob tloh
This discovery paper presents a new tfpb color criterion
with a T8% success rate in selecting z = N.SJ4.S dustyI midJfo
brightI iAbsI ofwhich at least PT% Eperhaps allF are iABs. This
new population ofrare E~M.N deg~2F galaxiesI previously missed
in narrowJarea surveysI have a redshift distribution that peaks
at z ~ 2.PI and total fo luminosities and dust temperatures on
average brighter and hotter than pMds and other highJredshift
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dusty galaxies. This is the first systematic search technique
to highlight brightI extremely dusty EhotF iAbsLiABsI and
unlike optical narrowJband searches covers a large redshift
rangeI the whole skyI and without contamination by low redshift
interlopers Ei.e.I mistaking xl n] for iyorF making it well suited
to providing targets for future large spectroscopic surveys.
The current evidence suggests that these galaxies are in a
shortJlived transition between dusty starburst and an optical
npl driven by the central Adk. ff trueI these systems offer
a unique opportunity to investigate Adk feedback and how it
can effect not only the galaxy but also the surrounding fdM. A
full census of the optical spectroscopyI midJfarJfo propertiesI
nearJfo morphologies and catalog of the tiAbsLtiABs will
be presented in a series of forthcoming papers.
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